Abstract: This article looks at French Indochina, metropolitan France, and French West Africa from 1914 through 1946 to illustrate specific ways in which French colonial authority operated across the French empire. We look at how colonized people challenged the complex formal and informal hierarchies of race, class, and gender that French administrators and colonizers sought to impose upon them. We argue that both the French imperial prerogatives and colonized peoples' responses to them are revealed through directly comparing and contrasting various locales across the empire. Our case studies explore interracial families and single white women seeking compensation from the French in Indochina, black men defining their masculinity, and Africans debating women's suffrage rights.
dominated by white French men. Finally, after World War II both African men and white men recognized that when enfranchised, women represented an important voting demographic that could influence policy. While European men tended to resist female suffrage as a challenge to male authority, in French West Africa men fought for the inclusion of African women as a symbol of racial equality to the recently enfranchised European women. Through our investigation of relationships between colonizer and colonized, as well as among the colonized, we argue that, rather than merely positioning individuals in rigid strata, the French colonial government policies that were created to maintain social order were defied and reinterpreted by colonized people in ways that should profoundly recast our understanding of power and privilege within the French empire.
Race adds a third dimension to the constantly evolving interplay between class and gender .21 Racial discrimination-or even referring to race on a government document-was not legal in the Third Republic, but government administrators nonetheless found ways to classify races and discriminate among them .22 This cleavage between rhetoric and practice was evident in our case studies when the World War I military allocations council used cost-of -living estimates determined by race to discriminate against some French soldiers' families; through various authorities' attempts to control colonial soldiers' and workers' relationships to French women in France during and after the war; and through the French administration's reluctance to give voting rights to African women after World War II. 23 This paradox between republican ideologies and discriminatory systems consistently marked France's modern history, as revealed for example through the tensions between the ideals of the civilizing mission and the limitations imposed by ground-level colonial administration studied by Alice Conklin. 24 Gary Wilder reminds us that anti-racial rhetoric and racialist practices were consistent in both the metropole and the colonies throughout modern France's history, but cautions that this contradiction "should be a point of departure, not arrival" for scholars working on these questions. 25 Joan Scott makes a similar argument regarding women's roles, and both direct attention to the manner in which the ideals of the 1789 Revolution in many ways delineated the categories that defined inequalities more sharply. 26 Collisions between rights and practices created interstices in which hierarchies worked in several directions, we argue, so that gender and race were multifaceted.
The Military Subvention Process in Colonial Cochinchina
During World War I, the colonial government of Cochinchina, the southeastern area of the French Indochina colony, exerted its influence over the private lives of a diverse group of French citizens-whites, Vietnamese, Indians, and Eurasians. Though the French colonial mission civilisatrice was intended to be color blind, it rarely was in practice. This irony was not lost on the white women or people of color who made their voices heard, in various ways, through their communications with the military allocations council. 27 When developing Cochinchina's World War I-era military subventions program, the colonial government employed the antiracist rhetoric of the mission civilisatrice for the very purpose of racial discrimination. In turn, this government influence provoked complex interactions between the colonial government and members of the colonial public.
The changes associated with World War I posed a potential threat to Cochinchina's racial and gender hierarchies. The economic distress caused by the military draft further impoverished the petits blancs (the poor white class), thereby threatening to tarnish white prestige in the colony. Meanwhile, with male heads-of-family absent, women were left in control of the households; the result was a temporary change in the structure of families with French citizenship.
To provide financial assistance to families who suffered from the loss of income formerly earned by the draftees, the colonial government of Cochinchina adopted a military subventions program that had been created in metropolitan France. Though this had not been its intention at inception, this program, as administered in the colony, had the secondary effect of helping to relieve French anxiety about a potential disruption of the colony's racial and gender order. Ann Stoler argues that in the case of the Netherlands Indies, the colonial government deliberately influenced the class status of whites in an effort to manage the colonial racial order. 28 Likewise, in French Cochinchina, the notes of the military allocations files reveal that colonial administrators meeting in Saigon consciously and unconsciously used the subjectivity of the military subventions process to advance the class status of the petits blancs at the expense of citizens of color. The military allocations council also used the subventions process to regulate the behavior of white women and thereby to prevent them from transgressing the boundaries of the traditional family structure. In their attempt to reinforce the colonial racial hierarchy, the allocations council members used private spaces to redefine the margins and periphery of colonial public society to include women and citizens of color. While colonial administrators ostensibly awarded subventions according to the Third Republic's ideal "without distinction of race," they in fact manipulated the republican rhetoric to make the case for white male privilege and reveal a racial hierarchy imposed on French citizens via the subvention process. The interaction between the council and the applicants reveals that French citizens did not accept this hierarchy and used the subventions process to subvert the imposed hierarchy. Three types of cases reveal this practice: first, white French women who transgressed the boundaries of "traditional" families; second, mixed-race families who transgressed both gender and cultural norms; and finally, Indian families, who challenged the colonial government on its own terms.
The military subventions program operated on an on-demand basis. Families of drafted soldiers sent applications for allocations to the Cochin china government. Applicants were required to provide a detailed assessment of their financial situation to prove that the drafting of the male family member had resulted in impoverishment. The colonial council used local police to investigate the applicants' claims, at times seeking third parties to corroborate or refute them. The third parties, often neighbors or former employers, were counted on to point out alternative sources of income and to comment on the moral conduct of the soldiers' wives.
Of all the groups represented in the World War I military allocations fi les, white French citizens received the highest military subventions, and as a result maintained an elevated class status. 29 Of the demands that were granted allocation, married white women received three piastres per day plus necessary expenses for their children. Indian and Vietnamese women received 1.5 piastres or less per day. 30 Divorced white women were allocated 1.25 piastres per day plus expenses for children, while divorced non-white women were given no allocations whatsoever.
The military allocations council awarded money to white French families in cases where the female heads of household maintained a traditional family structure. Women who did not play a role in supporting the traditional family were marginalized and manipulated into conforming to traditional norms. Given the lengths to which the colonial government went in its efforts to preserve the traditional French family, some divorced or abandoned women took advantage of this obsession to secure allocations in their husbands' names. Marie Agnes B., divorced from the soldier B., was unable to support herself after her divorce. She filed for military allocations and received 1.25 piastres per day and .50 piastres for each of her children . 31 In another case, Madame G. sought military allocations as a means of obtaining a salary in the name of the husband who had abandoned her four years earlier without bothering to divorce her.32 In the case of Madame A., her husband had abandoned her in 1911 for another woman. She learned that he was mobilized only after initiating divorce proceedings. Still legally married to him and hence eligible for his allocation, she applied to the colonial government for support, cleverly omitting that she had started divorce proceedings in order to remain eligible for the three piastres per day awarded to white married women. In the course of its investigation, the allocations council learned that she was virtually divorced and used her deception as an excuse to refuse her subvention . 33 Although Mesdames B., G., and A. took advantage of the colonial al-locations system for personal financial gain, it is important to note that they did so in a way that subtly subverted the patriarchal system. In fostering the illusion that they remained in relationships with their husbands, the three women exploited the Third Republic's obsession with traditional families. This colonial obsession stifled women's autonomy and penalized them for breaking away from the marital structure, even when their husbands were neglectful or abusive, or when these men had initiated a separation. The allocations process thus became an unlikely means through which women could assert their agency, however unsuccessful.
The military subventions files reveal the inconsistencies of the Third Republic's ideals as applied to families of white French men who married Vietnamese women. These were the families of white French men; as such, they presumably should have been afforded the privileges of whiteness. On the other hand, the nontraditional racial nature and unorthodox lifestyles of these families stirred considerable anxiety among colonial administrators-and discrimination in the allocations process. The fear was that, if not held in check by the process of reduced subventions, among other things Vietnamese culture would supplant French culture in the Franco-Vietnamese family units, thus undermining the mission civilisatrice . 34 The military subventions council made its decisions by distinction of race when the wife of a white French soldier was not white. For example, when Pierre L.'s wife, T. T. Hay, filed a demand for a larger allocation, the council did "not believe it owes his wife a daily allocation of three piastres, which is only granted to European wives, "35 even though Vietnamese wives of Frenchmen were expected to uphold the family's French lifestyle, which, the council claimed, was more expensive than a Vietnamese lifestyle. The al-locations council explained that it could not "allocate more than 45 piastres per month to this military man who does not have any children and whose wife is indigène. "36
The military subventions council used the allocation judgments to punish Franco-Vietnamese families that strayed from the cultural ideal-the ideal being French and not living à l'indigène. The data on Franco-Vietnamese families is consistent with a larger trend in Indochina's politics of miscegenation during World War I. For example, the Vietnamese wife of M. B. asked for an increase in allocations to help pay for her hospital bills. She was rejected because she lived with her parents "à l'indigène." 37 In another case, the soldier R. had a Vietnamese concubine and four children. The family fell below the poverty line, and R. requested military subventions. The council rejected his request because his "situation did not find itself modified in the least by the European war, and the existence of his family, who lives like an indigène, doesn't cost him much. " 38 This is an example where the military council exerted its authority over the private life of a French citizen in order to reinforce public debates on miscegenation. In doing so, the council effectively recast the white male heads of family as outsiders in the colonial hierarchy.
Let us now turn to the Indian families who held French citizenship and migrated to Cochinchina through colonial networks such as military or trade networks. Like the Franco-Vietnamese families, Indian families that had been approved for military allocations received lower allocation sums than did white families. Indian families typically received 1.5 piastres to support a wife and up to four children-half the amount of the mandatory three piastres per day granted to French women who did not have children. 39 Members of the Indian population, recognizing that their allocations were disproportionately small, issued a complaint to the French Ministry of Colonies. The complaint exposed the colony's hypocrisy in failing to uphold the empire's republican values, and the issue of Indian allocations became a battle over the interpretation of the Third Republic's tenet égalité, "without distinction of race."
The military allocations files reveal that council members deliberately placed Indian families at a financial disadvantage vis-à-vis French families. In rejecting one Sandanassamy A.'s request, a council member remarked: "The interested [party] seems to believe that the allocation is due to all the reservists"-the insinuation being that Sandanassamy A. was presumptuous to think that Indians automatically received the same subvention amount as white Frenchmen . 40 When the wife of soldier C. gave birth to another child, C. requested an increase from the 2.5 piastres that he had originally been awarded. The council rejected his request on the grounds that 2.5 piastres per day was sufficient for an Indian family with three children. 41 In 1915, Indian soldiers with French citizenship lodged a collective complaint with the French Deputy from India. The deputy in turn notified the minister of colonies in Paris that the Indian families of Cochinchina were receiving only 1-1.5 piastres per day, leaving their families in a "precarious situation ." 42 The Minister of Colonies agreed that this constituted a "difference of treatment that [could] not be justified." 43 The issue raised by the Indian plaintiffs evolved into a debate over the meaning of "without distinction of race." The governor of Cochinchina explained to the minister of colonies that, while the allocations council acknowledged that it should not make distinctions by race, it also believed it should consider each case "with benevolent attention and full independence"-a euphemism for permitting bias. In patronizing doublespeak, the governor explained that while the council agreed that all families-French, Indian, Vietnamese, or mixed-raceshould receive equal subventions (ninety piastres per month, which European families received), the council could only give Indian families between forty-five and fifty piastres per month because to do otherwise would be too much of a strain on the allocation budget. 44 Furthermore, he reasoned, life in Cochinchina was more expensive for a European than for an Indian, so an equal distribution of allocation money would actually discriminate against Europeans. 45 With this sleight of hand, the governor managed to subvert the very antidiscriminatory republican ideals he was ostensibly defending.
Cochinchina's colonial government, as manifested in its World War I-era military allocations council, faced an ideological challenge emblematic of French colonialism. On the one hand, the colonial government was held to the republican ideal of égalité; on the other, this government depended upon a racial hierarchy to facilitate colonial rule. In an effort to reconcile these contradictory realities, the allocations council resorted to a racialist manipulation of republican ideals. The subjective nature of the allocations process allowed the council to punish families that transgressed racial boundaries and reward those that adhered to the expectations assigned to their particular racial category.
As another means of controlling the colony's racial order, colonial officials sought to regulate the behavior of women, whom they regarded as the biological and cultural reproducers of the nation. 46 As the new heads of household, women exerted a tremendous influence over their families' cultural practices and, hence, racial identity. The subjective allocation of military subvention money to the new female heads of family became a way that the World War I military allocations council-and by extension, the colonial government-managed racial categories by regulating gender roles and economic status.
Much like the following cases in metropolitan France and French West Africa, the story of colonial Cochinchina reveals the ways in which the war affected the colonial government's notions of hierarchy and resulted in subtle changes to the notions of social periphery. The experiences of wartime privations and the resulting state "benevolence" provided the space to further impose informal hierarchies of race and gender, yet it also provided the space for the colonized of Cochinchina to subtly challenge such hierarchies. Furthermore, the case in Cochinchina highlights the ways in which marginalized peoples subtly resisted the tenets of republican society that were used to justify colonialism.
Black Communities, Honor, and Emasculation in the Metropole
The fears manifested by colonial Cochinchina's administration with respect to the maintenance of both traditional family hierarchies and mono-racial relationships were confirmed by social interactions in both wartime and postwar metropolitan France. Not only overseas, but also from within France, hierarchies of race and gender were being challenged more and more openly. As in Cochin china, administrative measures were used to regulate colonial populations in France during World War I. They were somewhat successful, and many colonial workers and soldiers were expedited back overseas at the war's end, but such measures also provoked those who remained in France to reflect upon their place on the mainland . 47 Thus, when creating postwar communities, black men either carefully or tempestuously considered how intersections between race, gender, and class should shape them. Linking manhood, class, and politics, colonized men revealed these considerations through the language they used to chide and prod one another. Through such language these men also debated when and how white women belonged in their lives and politics. 48 In black communities, white women fulfilled a role far more complex than that optimistically suggested by Lucie Cousturier as partners in oppression. Instead, the presence of white women was carefully controlled and often contested within African and Antillean communities. Seeking ways of determining authority or control over their lives, black men restructured the traditional colonial hierarchy that had buried them within its many layers. They responded to the association between sociopolitical status and sexuality confirmed by the French government during World War I by linking these questions within their communities. The establishment of anti-imperial and working-class organizations as masculine spaces in which white men were erased, white women were marginalized (but importantly present), and black intellectuals were objectionable, was one way for black male workers to assert themselves within the metropole.
In Des Inconnus chez moi, as quoted in the introduction to this article, Lucie Cousturier underscored the injustice of being denied certain civil rights as a result of categories such as race and sex. However, political rights were not the only ones denied to tirailleurs. The tirailleurs' status was also made clear by the manner in which various branches of the French administration sought to regulate their relationships with white women. Tirailleurs were introduced to France from within the domain of war, which was not an asexual domain. Thus, early on their place in France was defined not just through administrative policies regarding their freedom of movement, or limited access to political rights, but also through careful manipulation of their social and amorous spaces. The administration was adamant about quashing relationships between colonial men and white women. For example, the separation of colonial workers from metropolitan workers (many of whom were women during the war) was implemented in mainland France to try and preserve the distinction between colonial subjects or citizens and the French colonizers that had been carefully established overseas .49 Yet workers and, while on leave, tirailleurs, did come into contact with French women, for example through sexual and sometimes marital relationships. During, but also after the war, such relationships were closely monitored by the government. 50 Censorship was designed in part to prevent soldiers in France from writing to the colonies about their trysts with French women, or, worse, mailing photographs of these white women overseas. Marriage was also strongly discouraged by the French administration. At the extreme, a military or civilian administrative representative was sent to persuade the woman's family to forbid the marriage, rationalizing that this indigène could not maintain the European woman in the lifestyle to which she was accustomed.51 This argument often failed when these women came from poorer families, or when fathers valued their daughter's honor more than financial concerns .52 In order to marry French women, colonized men had to supply difficult to procure paperwork, including birth certificates and proof of their marital status. Moreover, those who succeeded in marrying a French woman could find themselves persuaded to remain in the metropole, for example by being strongly urged to reenlist. 53 Such measures not only made clear to the colonized that relationships with French women were political, but also showed that the French administration seemed intent upon dispossessing them of their manhood, specifically by complicating their access to white women and underscoring their economic weakness vis-à-vis French men.
If the French administration's stance has been explained as resulting from its fear that such relationships might encourage colonized men to see them-selves as equals to white Frenchmen, and thus no longer blindly accepting of the latter's dominance in the imperial system, the question remains, how did colonized men respond to this politicization of their amorous relation-ships? 54 In the extreme, as discovered by a translator asked to translate from Vietnamese to French a letter written by an Indochinese soldier in Orléans, this situation could lead a colonized man who had visited a brothel to state: "I had [the prostitute] suck my dick, for my personal satisfaction. And, after, I say 'I forced the motherland of the Metropole (France) to suck the dicks of all Annamites... It's my vengeance against the despicable people.'"55 This language was used by military officials to underscore the dangers of allowing colonized men to think they were equal to French men. It also reveals how inhibiting access to French women could provoke colonized men. Yet it does little to explain how colonized men and French women engaged with one another when a business transaction was not at the heart of the social interaction.
By the mid-1920s, anti-imperial migrants had for the most part split into distinct associations, in the case of North Africans and Vietnamese men determined by origin, and in the case of black men determined largely by complex articulations of race, origin within the empire, and class. 56 Work-ing-class black men tended to congregate in anti-imperialist groups, several of which loosely succeeded one another during the interwar years, including the Comité de défense de la race noire, the Ligue de défense de la race nègre (LDRN), and the Union des travailleurs nègres (UTN). 57 For the most part, the members of these groups were militant Antilleans and Africans, including some Malagasies, whose ultimate goal was independence from France. Some members were fervent communists, but many were not. Although these associations succeeded one another throughout the interwar years, and while their leaders changed on a regular basis, members remained largely the same. There were also black associations that focused instead on the possibilities for association with France. 58 The latter were less virulent in their demands, more open to working with the French rather than against them and to developing cultural and social themes of cooperation in their publications. They also tended to be led by intellectuals and members of the liberal professions. Regardless of which professions defined each community, however, black migrants were overwhelmingly male. For example, only approximately two percent of African migrants, including North Africans, were women. 59 The poet Léon-Gontran Damas, the lesser-known of the founding fathers of the political and poetic movement of black francophone pride known as Négritude, explored the specificity of the black, male experience and sometimes pushed it to a brutal conclusion in a poem such as "Save Our Souls" (S.O.S.). It warns of the day when white people will no longer "be content to laugh with/their index anxious to see a nègre passing," and instead will "coldly knock out but coldly/beat up bump off knock out/cut the penis of the nègres/to make candles for their churches." 60 The collection of poems containing these sentiments, Pigments (1937), is replete with such angry frustration and with the desire to break free from French civilization. In this vein "So Often" evokes how "So often my race sentiment scares me/I feel ready to froth always with rage/against that which surrounds me/against that which keeps me/for ever from being/a man." 61 Both these excerpts show how throughout this volume Damas reflected upon the manner in which black men's experiences in metropolitan France threatened to immobilize them and suppress their manhood. Damas was a Négritude poet, but his examination of manhood overlapped with the daily language of black migrants, which can be traced through government records that focused upon the antiimperial organizations controlled by black men.
Anti-imperialists in the metropole developed much of their anti-French rhetoric as a reaction against the experiences of colonial soldiers during World War I, even when they were not personally former soldiers. The understanding that France had denied them rights-including citizenship-that the blood some of them shed during the war should have guaranteed them, reinforced the rhetoric of injustice with which they expressed the lack of control they experienced in mainland France. 62 A typical litany of complaints read much like this one, established during an April 1928 meeting of the LDRN: "the disablement pension for a nègre is a ninth of that of a white man; the disabled, the wounded lack medical care; war widows and orphans lack pensions. The indigène has to pay, suffer and die, heartsick: the Chamber refused him the right to vote." 63 This sense of injustice unified black colonial milieus, becoming a consistent complaint during the 1920s. The Chamber in question was filled with senators, all white men who, by refusing them suffrage, placed the great majority of migrants from the colonies in direct opposition to European migrants, most of whom could at least vote in their countries of origin. Migrants from the colonies were thus in the distinctive position of legally resembling French women . 64 Indeed, that same Chamber continuously voted against allowing French women to vote even though women's war sacrifices, such as hard work and loss of husbands, sons, and fathers, seemed to women an irrefutable argument in favor of that right. Thus when the LDRN was constituted in 1927, it appeared within the logic of the association's reason for existence that the statutes should state: "all blacks without distinction of nationality and white women married to nègres can belong to the association. " 65 The LDRN was meant to be dominated by black men, angry at an inequality under French law that was thrown into sharp relief for them by experiences in World War I trenches. Yet white women-who ultimately had similar gripes with the policies of the French Third Republic-were accepted. During general meetings few or, more commonly, no white men were present, but white women were a constant .66 Their presence alone, however, does not explain why French women were written into the bylaws of the organization. Putting aside for a moment the fact that in the end African, Antillean, and French women proved themselves to be active members of several of these organizations: what role were French women meant to fulfill in the LDRN? 67 The answer to this question lies in part with informants, present at anti-imperialist meetings, who showed a keen interest in recording the precise words uttered during struggles internal to the black communities. According to one anti-imperialist leader from the French Sudan (today Mali), Tiémoko Garan Kouyaté, the LDRN had become the "most powerful resistance organization for black men in the Metropole" and because of this standing Kouyaté's enemies, "jealous of his prestige ... began their smear campaign ." 68 His language emphasized the power and "prestige" that he associated with anti-imperialism and contrasted it with the underhanded, back-stabbing, and therefore effeminate "smear" techniques used by anti-imperialism's adversaries. His choice of words was typical. In January 1932, an LDRN member named Bourneton accused leaders of "showing signs of weakness" in the anti-imperial struggle . 69 In February of that year the LDRN's treasurer, the communist Stéphane Rosso, reproached Kouyaté with having "shamefully capitulated" when, in the context of an ongoing investigation during which a judge ordered him to hand over lists with the names and addresses of all LDRN members, Kouyaté had complied . 70 Such language also peppered debates opposing workers and intellectuals. In 1928, black men went through one of several divisive political clashes. This particular one led some black intellectuals to move away from the LDRN and to create a newspaper in which they felt comfortable express-ing themselves: La Dépêche africaine. During the split, acrimonious debates divided both factions. In an early meeting of La Dépêche africaine's bureau a Haitian man "accused his compatriots of letting themselves go; Lacombe-another Haitian-defended the 'honor' of his compatriots. "71 Also in con-junction with the creation of this newspaper, Cressan, a writer for La Dépêche africaine who was frustrated by how completely the paper had moved away from the more virulent demands of the working-class anti-imperialists, at-tended a meeting of the rival LDRN's bureau to complain that La Dépêche africaine's chief editor, Maurice Satineau, "wants to run the whole show; he is now emasculating the prose of others, or refusing articles ... because of their violence ."72 Thus African and Antillean men were clearly goading one another toward particular political positions with language that referenced "honor," power, and "violence." Moreover, they contrasted such vigorous terms with words evoking docility, including shame, "weakness," and, most unequivocally of all, emasculation.
Strong language coincided, occasionally, with gestures. For example in July 1929 Kouyaté and a man named Pétrus started a "violent" fight over Lucie Cousturier. She had passed away in 1925, but was remembered by migrants from the colonies as a woman who had given money to colonial organizations such as the Union Intercoloniale, and who had invited colonized men and women to her home and supported their anti-imperialism. The fight resulted from Kouyaté's suggestion that the LDRN send a delegation to Cousturier's tomb on the anniversary of her death and place a wreath on it in her memory, a seemingly innocuous gesture. Pétrus, however, found the act unnecessary and used "offensive words," which were unfortunately not specified, while defending his perspective. According to a police spy observing the argument, when Kouyaté tried to silence Pétrus, the latter escalated the "violent discussion [which] ended in an exchange of blows" after Pétrus "hit [Kouyaté] in the face," prompting Kouyaté in turn to defend himself . 73 Such exchanges often centered upon white women and might have had the potential to dissuade them from ever attending meetings. Yet whereas white men were not even mentioned as potential members, white women were deliberately included in the LDRN as long as they were wives. This suggests that women were welcome on the one hand because they were not quite the true oppressors (after all they did not have the vote). On the other hand, as wives they were at least partially under the control of their black husbands, if only because they could not be present without the bond of marriage. In other words, a hierarchy kept black men firmly in control of their organization. Yet women also had a role to play as witnesses on the sidelines of spaces made all the more masculine by the tightly monitored feminine presence. The fact that quite a bit of thought went into deliberately writing white wives into the bylaws was made clear in 1932. Not all black migrants inherently presumed that French wives should be present at their meetings. Therefore at one of the opening gatherings of the antiimperialist organization that followed upon the LDRN's heels-the UTN-members started debating whether or not to allow white women into the organization: in other words, whether or not to leave in place the standards set by the LDRN.
Police documents, even read against the grain, allow only for a biased and partial perspective on black men's conceptions of their relation to white women. As a result, works by a novelist such as the African-American author Claude McKay can give us some additional insight into the debates relating to French women that raged among Africans and Antilleans. McKay's autobiography A Long Way From Home (1937) overlaps in interesting ways with his novel Banjo (1932). Both works focus on the Africans and Antilleans of the port, docks, and slums of Marseille. 74 McKay reveals that marriage between white women and black activists was discussed in Marseille bars, including in one owned by a Senegalese man. 75 In McKay's memoirs the café owner and an anti-imperialist leader who preceded Kouyaté, Lamine Senghor, had a conversation about such relationships. Senghor had a white wife, something the café owner found objectionable. Senghor argued that having a white spouse had made him even more aware of the constraints of the black man's condition. The café owner contended that in marrying a white woman, Senghor risked alienating black women from his cause. Just after this exchange, the café owner's white, female partner entered and "leaned affectionately upon his shoulder," leaving both Senegalese men and McKay as a witness to the exchange, rather discomfited. The conflict between emotions and politics was thrown into sharp relief by this odd juxtaposition of a political debate on the racial implications of marriage, and a demonstrative, loving woman.
In McKay's novel Banjo, a writer named Ray continues the theme of this conversation while sitting in a bar owned by an African man (possibly the same bar mentioned in McKay's memoirs). Ray introduces a third perspective on interracial relationships. Just like the café owner he references Senghor, but categorically balks at the latter's marriage to a white woman: I can't understand an intelligent race-conscious man doing it. Especially a man who is belly-aching about race rights. He is the one who should exercise a certain control and self-denial of his desires. Take Senghor and his comrades in propaganda for example. They are the bitterest and most humorless of propagandists and they are all married to white women. 76 Senghor, the café owner and the character Ray have one thread in common: they all presumed that relationships between black men and white women were political and should be read in light of metropolitan and international power struggles.
Back in Paris, Léon-Gontran Damas, the poet who so powerfully articulated his struggle with the repressive aspects of colonialism and race relations, discussed in his journalistic prose the dangers of politicizing relationships between black men and white women. He recognized that an "irritating [form] of race prejudice" targeted them, but also noted that in the francophone case there were very few such relationships. 77 Such liaisons, he argued, "are only contracted when they favor communities of interests that they strengthen. It is this community of interests that they [detractors] are striving to annihilate at any price" (emphasis in original). 78 A community of common interests absorbing white women and black men, and tied by marital and emotional bonds, was particularly threatening for colonizers. Yet Damas urged "for the white woman to be [considered] a woman and not the sex of another race."
79 Those, he argued, who presumed sexuality was politics would find themselves engaging in a "counter-racism" against which he warned readers. Although Damas did not reference this example, the Vietnamese tirailleur who demanded fellatio of a white prostitute who represented France exemplified the dangers of such a "counter-racism." Instead of constructing the white woman as taboo, Damas argued, she should be perceived as merely female. Of course, what might appear a dispassionate call to order nonetheless turned the colonial hierarchy on its head, since Damas refused to consider any woman as being of a particular race, and hence forbidden to him.
In partial contrast, McKay presented interracial relationships as decisively and explicitly political gestures, and observed that black men going beyond passing sexual encounters with white women and leaning toward marriage would be challenged from within the black community. Still, both writers agreed that a crucial component of how black men constructed their interwar, metropolitan communities was through their consideration of white women. Components of all these arguments probably informed the debates among UTN members in Paris before they ultimately voted to allow the white wives of black members to join their association, thus continuing the traditions previously established by the LDRN. 80 White men remained pariahs who were not accepted in these milieus.
Black communities worked to reverse traditional colonial relations of power, thereby contesting the hierarchies that defined colonialism and threatened to emasculate African and Antillean men in France. As the language and gestures of black men reveal, anti-imperial spaces were controlled by black men who paid particular attention to gender and class along with race. As wives, white Frenchwomen were political appendages, Senghor suggested in McKay's memoirs, who challenged received notions that races should not mix. McKay's character Ray confirmed that interracial relationships were political, arguing that marriage to a white woman could weaken the black race whereas sex, a more passing engagement, was acceptable. 81 As Lucie Cousturier intimated, white women in France were also analogous to black men in their lack of political rights. Indirectly, Damas acknowledged her perspective when suggesting that the taboo against interracial sexuality stemmed in part from the (white, male) administration's fear that communities of sociopolitical interests would be bolstered by intimate relationships. For all these reasons, these white wives were perceived as unthreatening, but not unproblematic, delineations of the masculine spaces constructed by black men. They were, moreover, specifically incorporated even after many intellectuals of color had fled, or arguably had been chased from, the work-ing-class milieus in and after 1928. Of course, white women were not voice-less within these organizations even if bylaws stated that their presence was made possible only by their attachment to African or Antillean husbands.
Nonetheless, black African and Antillean men in France pressed for firm control over such associations, thereby challenging in the metropole white men and women's dominance of hierarchies. They did so using a logic and tactics remarkably similar to those employed to challenge hierarchies in Cochinchina and French West Africa. Black men in France hoped to imbue the colonial spaces of metropolitan France with the power necessary to destabilize French imperialism, and through this gesture to garner honor, including that which came from carrying out race politics in the metropolitan spaces they sought to dominate.
Women's Suffrage in French West Africa
The dynamics of race and gender in the metropole were not a reflection of social realities in the colonies. Although there was an era of unprecedented solidarity among people from the French colonies in Paris during the 1930s, in French West Africa the dynamics were different. White French citizens were the minority, there was a strong tradition of Muslim power, and African women-scarce in Paris at the time-were a significant presence.
African women had been at the bottom of the social and political hierarchy through-out the colonial era. An explicit example of the way hierarchies based on race and territorial origin functioned was the unfolding of women's political inclusion in la plus grande France. Data from the National Archives in Dakar, Senegal-including police surveillance reports and letters confiscated by colonial administrators about the inclusion of African women in suffrage rights-reveals the deeply held racial and gendered ideas about African women by French administrators, the anxiety about rebuilding a French empire after World War II, and the role of male African leaders. In April 1944 women in metropolitan France finally won the right to vote. A suffrage ordinance was adopted in the anciennes colonies of Martinique, Guadeloupe, and Réunion on 20 November of that year. On 19 February 1945 the French administration issued a decree outlining which women in other overseas territories would be extended the same privileges as French male citizens. The ordinance stated in its article four: French female citizens who are residents of French West Africa and Togo who are original citizens of the métropole, Algeria, the French Antilles, Réunion, French Guiana, Madagascar, New Caledonia, and the French establishments in Oceania ... are voters and eligible in the same conditions as French male citizens. 82 In other words, African and Southeast Asian women were shut out from rights in the French empire. There was an explicit, legalized hierarchy that established white metropolitan women as the first to be enfranchised, followed by Caribbean women, and then women of North Africa, the Indian Ocean, and the South Pacific. This directly conflicted with the French colonial mission civilisatrice that was allegedly color-blind, and focused on "evolution" rather than inherent, static inferiority. Despite the optimism and rhetoric in the international community about human rights and equality or even assimilation, African women were excluded from the promises of these rights.
African men had long been associated with primitivism and a lack of civilization in the eyes of Europeans; but in the case of African women, this stereotype was even more deeply ingrained. The French were worried that if they granted citizenship to African men whose wives were not equally as assimilated, then French culture would not be properly passed down to the children. In an example of how hierarchies continued to be reinforced in the early twentieth century, in 1932 a new law had stated that wives and children could share the legal status of the man only if the entire family met the cultural standards set forth by the French colonial administration . 83 Although the vast majority of African women were excluded from the French social and political structure, they nonetheless found ways to make their voices heard. Most commonly, they used the form of mass protests over a particular economic issue. For example, in 1932, women in Dahomey held a tax revolt. 84 In 1933, market women in Togo also led a revolt against taxes, bringing a crowd of three thousand to five thousand people (eighty percent of whom were female) in protest to the capital . 85 In 1934, Governor de Coppet stated that the administrators in Dakar should take seriously the complaint, especially from évolués in African regions outside of the privileged Four Communes of Senegal, that they were being denied citizenship and rights . 86 The debate in Senegal about women's rights was deeply imbedded in the discourse about racial equality. 87 Men from French West Africa were among the first to decry African women's electoral exclusion. Major figures in the Senegalese intelligentsia spoke out against this injustice. Consider for example an open letter written by Lamine Guèye, the first French African lawyer and later organizer of the Senegalese Socialist Party (PSS), to the governor general on 1 March 1945. In it, he stated that all but one "patriotic association" supported him and the right of African women to vote .88 Three days later, there were two significant public meetings in the key Senegalese cities of Dakar and Saint-Louis that talked about the need for equality of the races. Similar to the masculinist control of race-based organizations in interwar Paris, this political issue was a way for African men to assert authority in a colonial space. The real crime in the minds of the French African male intelligentsia, it seems, was not that African men could vote while African women could not, but rather that African women were denied the rights granted to other French women.
The meeting in Saint-Louis specifically pointed out that women from the French Antilles were not suffering from the same type of discrimination as African women. This unequal distribution of rights weakened the solidarity that race-based collective action and movements such as Négritude had forged before World War II. Regardless of intellectualized ideas of racial solidarity, the French empire drew clear distinctions and reinforced the old stereotype of the more assimilated French Caribbean. When the news of the suffrage laws was published in the French government's major legal publication, the Journal offi ciel de la république française, on 21 March 1945, protests spread across French West Africa. An article from the leftist journal Clarté from 30 March 1945 describes protests in Saint-Louis and Dakar. Gnagna Stine, a Senegalese woman activist and orator, ended one of the conferences with a plea for the plight of the Senegalese women in Wolof, the major African language spoken in Senegal. She argued that the exclusion of Senegalese women from the new electorate was even more grave, given that their husbands, sons, and brothers had just fought for France. This was a sensitive issue in West Africa because many felt that the French had unfairly drafted young men from the colonies as tirailleurs sénégalais, in regiments that were discriminated against and suffered high casualty rates. 89 In an attempt to gauge the seriousness of the issue, the French colonial administration began to intercept letters about women's suffrage and record their contents. There was a fairly predictable range of reactions to African women becoming enfranchised. One embittered French administrator wrote to his parents in April 1945: "the négresses are even more ignorant and stupid than the pitiful black men, even more narrow-minded and incapable! What an inauthentic policy!" 90 This writer's use of blatantly racist language reveals the dissonance between the French ideals of equality and assimilation and the reality of deeply held notions of white superiority in colonial Africa. Moreover, his outrage at the possibility of African women voting-a concept he saw as a sham, faux, inauthentic-captures what Herman Lebovics calls the desire to defi ne a "True France." 91 In this administrator's mind, allowing African women to vote was a dishonor to the French heritage which, despite its rhetoric, had specifi c notions of civilization and civilized peoples.
While some French administrators encouraged political participation, many were infused with racist principles about who was properly "civilized" and deserving of political rights. When René Pleven, commissioner of the colonies, wrote to Governor General Cournarie in June 1945 about the issue of African women voting, Cournarie responded that only those who were "exceptionally evolved" should be granted such a privilege. And then there were those who did not think any African was deserving of citizenship rights. A military man writing to his wife in France stated: "here things have taken a revolting turn; I don't see these black women, these négresses, be-coming French during these past years, in rags, not yet civilized, possessing the rights that even our military women don't have. It was already a huge error to include black men. " 92 Some proponents of women's suffrage avoided racial arguments alto-gether, favoring an appeal to traditional French republican virtues at a time when France was attempting to rebuild itself as a republic. An anonymous author wrote to A. Gomis, a colonial counselor in Casamance, Senegal and member of a famous métis family. Based on the opening tone of the letter, the author was in the confi dence of Gomis and watching the political scene intently. He writes in the informal French tense, indicating a closeness with the administrator and suggesting that even officials were not free from close scrutiny:
There are many things to say to you, but I will wait until you tell me that you have received this letter and that it is uncensored, as if we were suspects. You know about the many protests that we oppose regarding the recent decree that excludes Senegalese women from the right to vote. This is the question that is preoccupying us at the moment... It is very easy to say that our women are not mature and that they are mostly Muslims, but the Republic is secular and could be nothing but secular, therefore the religious question is irrelevant, regarding the evolutions of Universal Suffrage which was conceived for equality ... you have remarked the severity of our Governor of Senegal against the district chiefs .93 The author of this letter was most likely African and male (based on his phrase "our women"), and was appealing to the French ideal of égalité. Rather than mention gender specifically or tout the virtues of a female electorate, this man argued for African women's suffrage on the basis of French republican virtues.
Another letter from May 1945 reveals the lack of political involvement of European women living in French West Africa and the readiness of Senegalese women to participate:
Frankly for the first time since I've gotten here, I'm annoyed at the black voters and the majority of European women who are not going to the bal-lot boxes. 95 In fact, according to a report to the Chamber of Commerce in Dakar, Senegalese political parties feared a general strike by Muslims if indigenous women were not granted equal voting rights to European women. 96 Like many instances in history when the ruling elite fears the empowerment of an oppressed class, there is a clear tone of panic in letters such as this one from an official living in Dakar to his friends in France: "You could not imagine the things going on here in Dakar, it's frightening. The African Block is up against the whites and I've never seen such raging hatred ... it's no longer a question of Party but of race." 97 In one sense, the author of this letter was right; he was cognizant of the cooperation between political parties on the issue of racial equality. Indeed, at a meeting of over 800 people (approximately 300 women and 500 men) held in Dakar in the spring of 1945, the two female representatives chosen were Soukenya Konaré, cousin of Lamine Guèye, and Ndate Yalla Fall, cousin of Galandou Diouf, to show unity between these two rival political families. 98 The women's suffrage movement in French West Africa had become a question of racial equality more than women's rights, as the speeches and papers expressed outrage over white French, Antillean, and North African women being so overtly privileged over black Africans. For many, this was simply one more example of how the French ideal of "liberty" was a farce in the African context, and was one more reason to move away from colonial leadership.
The overarching support of African men during this period, however, was more indicative of increased disillusionment about the French rhetoric of racial equality than it was a commitment to women's inclusion in political life. In fact, Pascale Barthélémy points out in her work on the education of African women during the colonial period that colonial domination as exercised by the French "was conveyed by a reinforcement of masculine power, European and African, on African women." 99 Perversely, the struggles for black liberation and female liberation were often used against each other rather than as complementary ideologies about basic equality and human rights.
There is limited scholarship on the experience of African women under French colonial rule, although some recent scholars such as Pascale Barthélémy 100 and Babacar Fall 101 provide historical context for some elite African women. Barthélémy argues that although quite limited in scope, the group of elite French African women in the public realm greatly shifted the status and self-image of African women. Both Barthélémy and Fall use extensive oral histories in an attempt to reconstruct the experience of women in the political and professional realms. 102 In the African context, Saliou Mbaye's 1976 article is the only signifi cant examination of women's suffrage in Senegal. 103 Mbaye traces the implications of France's delayed granting of suffrage to African women after metropolitan and Antillean women and outlines the local response to women's voting in Senegal.
Whether through schooling or through other means such as the economic strikes in the 1930s or railway strikes of 1940s, women found ways to organize and make their voices heard. Yet by the mid-twentieth century, having the right to vote, organize politically, and participate in the global arena were crucial tools for effective social reforms. Despite the French rhetoric of liberté, égalité, and fraternité, an exploration of the dynamics of the French colonial empire reveals that numerous inequalities and divisions existed throughout the empire. These divisions were not based on a simple colonizer-colonized dichotomy, but rather consisted of a matrix of gender, race, and territorial origin. African women consistently received the fewest rights, but even among African women there were hierarchies. As an epilogue deserving its own study, although women in Senegal finally gained voting rights equal to those of colonized women in the Caribbean and North Africa after significant work and protest, women in neighboring Mali did not win the right to vote until 1956 with the Loi Cadre. The hierarchies that were firmly ingrained in the laws and ideology of the colonial period shaped the power structures of the francophone world. Although there were varying social and political dynamics in French Indochina, metropolitan France, and French West Africa, there were distinct hierarchies in place that maintained ultimate control by French colonial authorities. Nonetheless, people from the colonies created movements of resistance and change, and fought to win rights within the colonial framework.
Conclusion
We have employed a collaborative methodology of transnational empire studies by using historical examples from French Indochina, metropolitan France, and French West Africa from 1914 to 1946. These case studies have uncovered the means by which French colonial authorities created competing hierarchies of race, place, and gender, as well as the ways in which colonized peoples responded to French authority and in turn created their own hierarchies. In Indochina, the French allocation of military funding after World War I established a legal and financial privileging of white families and traditionally structured families. French colonial policy, therefore, created a system of rewards that disrupted social practices. Colonial participants in this system, as well as colonized people fighting the system, reinterpreted the Third Republican ideal of color blindness to justify manipulation of the racial order. The case of African communities in metropolitan France shows that a language of manhood, which incorporated terms of praise, pride, honor, shame, and even emasculation, was used by black antiimperialists to express the passion that sustained their commitment to a political struggle against the imperial nation-state. Their language was given further substance by the community's layering of race and gender so as to protect their inner political circles from outside intrusion and to infuse their politics with authority. By including white women, they both challenged their emasculation by white men or bourgeois men of color and upset colonial hierarchies. The story of black women in West Africa and the Caribbean illustrates how the battle for the inclusion of colonized women in new suffrage laws after World War II reveals a firmly established hierarchy based on race and territorial origin. Some of the racial solidarity forged during the Négritude era was challenged as black women from the French Caribbean were given privileges before African women. For Senegalese women, winning the right to vote was as much about countering European racism and colonial ideology as it was about female suffrage.
All three case studies indicate that colonial hierarchies were in a constant state of upheaval and were limited neither to one particular concept of gender and race, nor to one particular type of space: colonial, metropolitan, private, and public all came into play. Indeed, by distorting these categories, both French administrators and the colonized engaged in active manipulations of traditional systems as well as the tenets that served as the bases for discrimination. The focus upon the disingenuous trope of France's color blindness, in particular when it came to understanding how racial categories were managed via gender roles in colonial Saigon, illuminates why and how black and white, male and female anti-imperialists in the metropole were especially seditious in their interwar actions. By incorporating French women within anti-imperial projects that were largely guided by the unifying factors of race and class, these men challenged colonial hierarchies, as they did by assuming male leadership of the Senegalese women's suffrage movement in French West Africa. African men created tendentious spaces that challenged the very understandings of racial hierarchies that colonial administrators strove so hard to preserve in French Indochina. African spaces were remark-ably similar to the Indochinese and metropolitan French ones because in them hard-fought lines of solidarity-like the tenuous ones obtained by anti-imperialist men in the metropole-underwent continuous challenge. In all three spaces, hierarchies of race and gender were constantly reevaluated by a French state working increasingly hard to maintain its Empire. These categories were also in unremitting flux amongst colonial subjects and citizens who were relentlessly reassessing their relationship to the French imperial nation-state.
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